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Abstract

Diseases of digestive organs, nervous system and sense organs, bone-muscle system,
cardio-vascular system prevail in group of liquidators. For the last 6 years two peaks of primary
morbidity (1992-1993 and 1995-1996) were observed. Growth of psycho-somatic and somatic
pathology was marked in 1996. The given tendency foretells noticeable increase in primary
physical inability rate and requires urgent development of measures on its correction.

Analysis of medical consequences of the Chernobyl accident is closely connected to
determination of biological effects, caused by ionising radiation. It is especially important to
evaluate specific effects within those workers who participated in liquidation of the Chernobyl
(liquidators), particularly in the group of liquidators of 1986-1987, who received the most
significant radiation dozes.

Analysis of morbidity within the liquidators is based on the data received after examination
of 79,700 people, including 49,600 liquidators of 1986-1987. Dozes were analysed within the
group exceeding 7,700 people.

Evaluating the health status of the given cohort of Belarus population one should note its
unsatisfactory status. Thus, according to the data received by the end of 1996, only 13,5 % of all
liquidators and 10,7 % of the liquidators of 1986-1987 are considered as "healthy", accordingly
25,4 and 24,3 % of the liquidators (health groups Dl and D2) are considered to be "practically
healthy" and 61,2 and 65 % (health group D3) have chronic diseases of a different level of
compensation. Growth of chronic morbidity at liquidators is a natural consequence of their getting
old for the 11 years after the moment of the Chernobyl accident. It is also the main reason of the
increase of their physical inability. During the last year a primary physical inability was registered
as 76,4 per 10 thousand of liquidators. Within the liquidators of 1986-1987 the number reached
87,8 Almost every second liquidator's physical inability is connected to the consequences of the
Chernobyl accident (45% and 54,2% of cases accordingly).

Morbidity of the liquidators, as a whole, is much higher, than of the adult population of
the republic. Comparing dynamics of the general morbidity, starting from 1993 it is possible to
conclude, that it was exceptionally high in 1993. During the subsequent years its gradual decrease
was marked, and in 1996 the primary morbidity exceeded overall indices in the republic in 1,7
times. This characteristic relates mainly to nozological forms of illnesses. Nevertheless there is a
number of exceptions: continuing increase of frequency in such classes of illnesses as endocrine
system illnesses, digestion disorders, disorders in metabolism and immune system

Analysing the data on general morbidity of the liquidators one needs to take into account
distinctions in demographic parameters of the liquidators and population of the republic. Thus, if
the overwhelming majority of the liquidators (88%) is aged 25-59 years old and are basically men,
then among the population of the republic this age group makes up 68%, with women prevalence.
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Examination of certain nozological forms of illnesses shows high frequency of morbidity
of the liquidators by neoplasms. On the average it is 1,6-1,7 time higher in the liquidators, than in
the population of the republic, though disclosure of neoplasms in the first group is slightly lower.
For the period from 1993 to 1996 the increase in occurrence is noticed among the following
malignant neoplasms: thyroid cancer (growth in 1,7-2,8 times), lymphatic and blood tissue
neoplasm (growth in 2,3-2,6 times), as well as severe leukosys (growth in 2,4-3,9 times).

Among the diseases of endocrine system in liquidators the leading place is occupied by
illnesses of thyroid gland. Growth in quantity of this illness reaches 11,8 times and was especially
noticeable in 1993 (12,7 times).

In the structure of illnesses of the endocrine system this pathology is observed in
liquidators in 74-83% of all cases (in the population of the republic - 49-60%).

The most widespread illness of thyroid gland is goiter, especially its nodular forms and
thyroiditis, and thyrotoxicosis, chiefly auto-immune and acquired thyroprivia. In the structure of
thyroid illnesses in 1996 in the liquidators 78% was occupied by goiter, thyrotoxicosis - 6,5%,
thyreonditis - 5,9%, acquired thyroprivia 1,4% (last 3 nozological forms make for the population
of the republic accordingly 2,7%, 10,2% and 2,6% of cases). Increase of diabetes mellitus cases in
liquidators in 2,4-3,6 times is accompanied by similar decrease of specific weight of diabetes
mellitus in the structure of illnesses of endocrine system.

Cataracts are also rather frequently observed in liquidators. These cases are detected
around 3,9 times oftener than in the republic as a whole, though during the last years their slight
reduction was noticed.

In general morbidity of the liquidators the first place is occupied by illnesses of digestion,
nervous system and organs of sense. Boundary nervous-psychological disorders can be also
attribute to this group of illnesses since they are extremely frequently meet in the liquidators. The
second place of illnesses is composed of illnesses of bone-muscle system, cardio-vascular system
and breath organs. They have practically similar values of frequency of occurrence with chronic
diseases. Illnesses of endocrine, urine system and oncological pathology are on the third place.

According on the degree of distribution of illnesses the primary morbidity is arranged in
the following way: pathology of digestion organs, nervous system, bone-muscle, cardio-vascular
system, breath organs, endocrine system, psychological disorders, urine system illnesses,
neoplasms, illness of skin and under skin cellular system, blood system. However, according to
the rates of growth for the investigated period the first place is occupied by illnesses of endocrine
system, the second - bone-muscle system illnesses, the third - nervous, the fourth - blood
circulating organs, the fifth - urine system and the sixth - breath organs.

Attention must be paid to a significant increase in morbidity on the majority of classes and
headings in 1995. In 1992-19931ess expressed peak of morbidity was observed on such headings
as viral illnesses, thyroiditis, essential hypertension, ulcer, gastro-duodenitis, urolithiasis, obesity,
trauma and poisoning.

One can notice high frequency of neoplasms in the liquidators - 1,7-1,6 times oftener, than
in republic as a whole.

Mortality of the liquidators for the last four year has increased - average rate for each year
reaches 16,6 times, however it is lower, than mortality of the general population of the republic.
The main reasons of death of the liquidators, as well as of the population of the republic, are
illnesses of cardio-vascular system, neoplasms, trauma and poisoning. There is also a high
frequency of self-murders in the liquidators observed.
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